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According to Bernard Lewis, the doyen of Middle Eastern studies at Princeton University, during “most” of
the Middle Ages, “it was neither the older cultures of the Orient nor the newer cultures of the West that were
the major centers of civilization and progress, but the world of Islam in the middle. It was there that old
sciences were recovered and developed and new sciences created; there that new industries were born and
manufacture and commerce expanded to a level previously without precedent.” (Bernard Lewis, What Went
Wrong? (2002), p. 156)

Lewis’ comments may be regarded as fairly representative of contemporary academic thought. Indeed, the
civilized and progressive world of medieval Islam is often contrasted favorably with that of medieval
Christianity, which is almost universally viewed as backward and hidebound by superstition. Yet it is
questionable whether in any other field of study an opinion so diametrically opposed to the truth has ever
gained such wide currency.

At the dawn of the tenth century most of Europe was a rural backwater. All of the lands east of the Elbe (and
almost all east of the Rhine) were barbarian-infested wastelands without a trace of literate civilization. Those
to the west, in Gaul and Britain, and even in Italy, were not much better. Yet by 1492, when Columbus set
out on his great voyage of discovery, Europe stood on the verge of world domination. The continent, from
the Atlantic to the Urals, was full of towns and cities built partly of stone and brick, with dozens of
universities and a thriving economy. The whole of Europe was crisscrossed with roads which conveyed an
astonishing array of wealth and produce from one region to another. Printed books were everywhere, and
literacy was extremely common, even among the relatively poor.

In the Islamic world we see the same process in reverse. The House of Islam began the tenth century as
possibly the most splendid civilization on the earth. It possessed great cities like Baghdad, Samarra,
Damascus and Alexandria, some of which had about 500,000 souls. Its civilization at the time was suffused
with the spirit of Sassanid Persia and Byzantine Syria and Egypt, whose wealth, learning and population it
had inherited. Yet five centuries later the whole region was a declining relic, in some places a wasteland. The
contrast with Europe could not be greater.

In his new book The Impact of Islam, historian Emmet Scott explores the origin of the “progressive Islam”
myth, and comes to some startling conclusions: It was Christianity, he finds, not Islam, which civilized
barbarian Europe between the tenth and eleventh centuries.

What Islam did bequeath to Europe at this time was war, piracy, and a massive revival of the slave trade –
just when Christianity had almost succeeded in killing it off. Even worse, by their example, the Muslims
seem to have influenced the growth in Europe of several toxic ideas between the eleventh and fourteenth
centuries, ideas which were to have far-reaching consequences. Amongst these were the concept of “holy
war” (utterly alien to Christianity), the use of violence to suppress religious dissent, the judicial use of
torture, and the acceptability of violence against the Jews. All of these things were found in Islam before
they were found in Christianity.

In addition to this, Scott finds that the Turkish conquests in Europe from the fourteenth century onwards
severely stunted the development of those regions, and that the example of the Ottoman slave trade, which



was massive, in all likelihood inspired the Spaniards and Portuguese to initiate the Atlantic slave trade during
the sixteenth century.
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From reader reviews:

Roxanne Jimenez:

Often the book The Impact of Islam will bring one to the new experience of reading a new book. The author
style to elucidate the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book you just read, this book very
suited to you. The book The Impact of Islam is much recommended to you to learn. You can also get the e-
book through the official web site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Dolly Taylor:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the spare time or they will get
large amount of stress from both daily life and work. So , if we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely without a doubt. People is human not just a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do
you possess when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer will certainly unlimited right.
Then do you ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative within spending your spare
time, the book you have read is usually The Impact of Islam.

Ilene Cody:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book mainly book entitled The
Impact of Islam your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe
unfamiliar for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a publication
then become one form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get before. The The Impact of Islam
giving you one more experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful information for
your better life within this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind will likely be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this
extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Jim Molnar:

You can get this The Impact of Islam by check out the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it
could possibly to be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this guide are
various. Not only by means of written or printed but can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern
era similar to now, you just looking from your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now,
choose your own personal ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to
arrange yourself to make your knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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